StatTrack
Manage channels to display your server mini-stats and even display a clock for events and such in your
community if you so choose.

REQUIRES: Manage channels

Free users are allowed one stattrack channel per feature (for example, one clock channel, one members
channel, one online channel, etc).
Gaius Plus users are allowed multiple channels of the same stattrack feature.

Members
A total member count tracker displaying the number of total members when a member comes online, DND, idle,
etc., in a customizable channel.

Setup ?
This is ordered by usage. Start with the first and move down the list. The bold text is required in the command;
underlined is the channel name or channel ID; and italics are optional, but recommended.

Example

Description

!stattrack add members channelName/ID

Sets the channel for the member counter

!stattrack msg channelName/ID %d Members

Sets the stat format

!stattrack enable or disable channelName/ID

Enables or disables the member counter

!stattrack delete channelName/ID

Deletes the member counter on that channel (Y/N)

!stattrack current

Displays current stat channels, also removes those deleted

Online
A member online count tracker displaying the number of total online members when a member comes online,
DND, idle, etc., in a customizable channel.

Setup ?
This is ordered by usage. Start with the first and move down the list. The bold text is required in the command;
underlined is the channel name or channel ID; and italics are optional, but recommended.
Example

Description

!stattrack add online channelName/ID

Sets the channel for the online counter

!stattrack msg channelName/ID %d Online

Sets the stat format

!stattrack enable or disable channelName/ID

Enables or disables the online counter

!stattrack delete channelName/ID

Deletes the online counter on that channel (Y/N)

!stattrack current

Displays current stat channels, also removes those deleted

Server Age
A server age counter that tracks the age (in days) of the server in a customizable channel.

Setup ?
This is ordered by usage. Start with the first and move down the list. The bold text is required in the command;
underlined is the channel name or channel ID; and italics are optional, but recommended.

Example

Description

!stattrack add age channelName/ID

Sets the channel for the age counter

!stattrack msg channelName/ID %d days old

Sets the stat format

!stattrack enable or disable channelName/ID

Enables or disables the age counter

!stattrack delete channelName/ID

Deletes the age counter on that channel (Y/N)

!stattrack current

Displays current stat channels, also removes those deleted

Clock
A clock that updates every 5 minutes, capable of displaying the day of the week, month, year, timezone, etc., in
a completely customizable message in a customizable channel.

Setup ?
This is ordered by usage. Start with the first and move down the list. The bold text is required in the command;
underlined is the channel name or channel ID; and italics are optional, but recommended.
The list of applicable time zones can be found here.

Example

Description

!stattrack add clock channelName/ID

Sets the channel for the clock

!stattrack msg channelName/ID %t %tzPST

Sets the stat format

!stattrack enable or disable channelName/ID

Enables or disables the clock

!stattrack delete channelName/ID

Deletes the clock on that channel (Y/N)

!stattrack current

Displays current stat channels, also removes those deleted

Variables
Variable

Description

Example Display

%wd

Weekday

Sunday

%t

Time

8:49 pm

%tzZONE
%tzPST
%tzEST
%tzCST
etc...

Timezone to use

PST

%-DST

Stops using DST time

%24

24HR clock

21:49

%d

Day of the week

7

%m

Month

9

%y

Year

2020

Some examples would be
Example

Example Output

Currently %wd %t %tzEST %-DST

Currently Sunday 8:49pm

%d/%m %t %tzEST %24

14/7 21:49

%wd %d/%m %y

Sunday 14/7 2019

%t %tzEST %wd

8:49 pm Sunday
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